Ardent April
By Kavita Agrawal

The Box office is mimicking the Indian weather! After the draught due to the World Cup, it
is literally raining movies at the theaters making it an ardent April. Here is a sneak peek at
some of the most anticipated movies this month.
April 1st, 2011 - GAME
This action thriller directed by Abhinay Deo stars Abhishek Bachchan, Anupam
Kher, Kangana Ranaut, Boman Irani, Jimmy Shergil, Shahana Goswami and
recent Ms.India Sarah Jane Dias. Produced by Excel Entertainment owned by
Farhan Akhtar and Ritesh Sidhwani, it keeps to their style of being slick and
visually appealing (it is shot in Thailand, Greece, Turkey & India). Game is a
murder mystery where everyone becomes a suspect in their quest for fame, power,
money and love. Music is by Shankar Ehsaan Loy.
April 8th, 2011 - Thank You
Thank You is an upcoming comedy flick by Anees Bazmee starring
Akshay Kumar, Suneil Shetty, Bobby Deol, Sonam Kapur,Celina
Jaitely, Rimi Sen and Irfan Khan. It also has Vidya Balan in a
cameo and the hot Mallika Sherawat in an item number. The
promo reminds one of films like No Entry and Masti. Music is
by Pritam and has a remix version of the song Pyaar Do Pyaar
lo from the 1986 film Jaanbaaz.

April 22nd , 2011 - Dum Maro
Dum
Christened after the 1971 hit
song from the cult movie Hare
Krishna Hare Ram, this upcoming
movie is directed by Rohan Sippy
and stars Abhishek Bachchan,
Bipasha Basu and Prateik Babbar.
Deeepika Padukone will be seen in
a scintillating item number on the
title track. The movie is set in Goa
and shows how drug cartels thrive
and influence the lives of people in the numero uno party
destination of India. Music by Pritam is already creating a buzz.

April 29th, 2011 - Bheja Fry 2
Following the success of the 2007 hit film Bheja Fry, comes this
sequel with most of the original cast produced by Mukul Deora. The storyline revolves around
a tax inspector Vinay Pathak who is crazy about singing and wins a cruise trip in a contest. Add
to it the tax evading millionaire Kay Kay Menon on a vacation on the same cruise and a stunning
journalist Minnisha Lamba looking for a story on the ship as well. We foresee history being repeated!
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